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One Liner / Logline

Genre: Dramedy
Setting: Tokyo
Time Period: Current Day
Proposed Format: 20 minute short film
Target Audience: Male/Female 20-59 years

A comedian caught in the cross hairs of a media apology press conference following an on-air meltdown must navigate a divorce, the betrayal of his comedy partner, an indifferent daughter and an idealistic female producer hell-bent on creating
transformative television with him.

Creatives Attached
Name: Itsuji Itao (Yoshimoto Kogyo)
Address: Tokyo Head Office, Shinjuku 5-18-21, Shinjuku-ku 160-0022
Phone: 03-3209-8300

Plot / Synopsis
A comedic-drama in the vein of Network and
Birdman.
Itao Itsuji (attached) stars as FRANK, a
washed-up comedian whose fame peaked in
the 80s bubble era.
Since then, Frank’s career has slowly declined
(“Not even Fukushima Fishcakes want me for
their commercials”) and together with his longtime partner TANAKA, has wound up playing
minor alien characters SPORK and CRABNUT
on a cheesy talk show.
Now, just before he is about to go on air, he
is unsettled to learn Tanaka, who has recently
had a sex-change operation, is being fired from
the show.
During the broadcast, an embittered Frank
suddenly erupts into a diatribe about the declining state of Japan, calling for the youth to
revolt (“Smash your smartphones and riot in
the streets!”).
Dragged off-set, he is fired by the NETWORK
CEO and informed he must apologise on behalf of the network in a public press conference
the next morning.
Confused at his own actions and awash in selfpity, Frank tries to drown his embarrassment
in booze, but interactions with his estranged
daughter, bitter ex-wife and an idealistic producer, ARIKO, who’s been inspired by his
outburst to offer him his own radical talk show,
begin to make him realise everyone stands to
profit from his public apology - except him.
When Frank finally steps in front of the press,
defiantly wearing his alien costume, what
comes out of his mouth may not be the apology
everyone is waiting to hear.

Itsuji Itao
as

*Shigemitsu Ogi
as

FRANK (50)
A man having a severe moral crisis, and persists knowing he has, and will continue
to do a lot of things wrong.

TANAKA (50)
Sick of being low-rent for the 30 year partnership with Frank, (s)he is guilt-ridden
for underhanding a solo-contract with a rival network behind Frank’s back.

*for purposes of proposal

*Niko Ando as

MARINA (20)
The passionate and disillusioned daughter of Frank. She is estranged from her
mother and father and is about to move away from Tokyo with her boyfriend.

*for purposes of proposal

*Shohei Nomura
as
*for purposes of proposal

*Ran Ran Suzuki
as
*for purposes of proposal

SHINGO (22)
The charismatic boyfriend of Marina. A young man who idealogically, is most tested by that which he despises the most - Frank’s mediocrity.

ARIKO (40)
A passionate TV Programming Producer who has worked her way up the system,
been treated like dirt, and sees an opportunity in Frank to make television that can
change the country.
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Creators Biography
JAMES MCFAY
Co-Writer of ‘High Value Target’ (Millennium Films 2016, st. Jason Statham). Writer/
Director of ‘Tiger’, Special Jury Prize Pia Film Competition (2010), Writer/Director of
UNIJAPAN Scholarship film ‘Burning Hearts’ (2011), Yasujiro Ozu Film Festival, Sydney Film Festival. Writer ‘The Ronnie Johns Half Hour (Channel 10 Australia, 2008).
Actor, ‘Power Rangers: Operation Overdrive (Disney 2007).
SEAN WALKER
Co-Producer/Cinematographer on ‘Tiger’ Special Jury Prize Pia Film Competition
(2010), Feature Film Technician, Onset Video Assist Credits: Norwegian Wood (2010),
The Great Gatsby (2013), The Wolverine (2014), Mad Max: Fury Road (2015), Mission
Impossible 5 (2015), Star Wars: Rogue One (2016).
We have two decades of combined experience working in cinema storytelling, digital
media and online content. From producing and directing Australia’s first 1,000,000+
viewed YouTube video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZcmg4-Zm-8) to writing
and co-producing Australia’s first branded content series for Sprite (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faHPL7Weyks), we have experience in developing, writing, directing and producing engaging content across all platforms. Winning the Special Jury
Prize at Pia with our self-funded Tiger, we’ve gone on to develop web series’ for Mode
Media Studios in New York (250 million unique monthly visitors), series and feature
films for Finch (2014 Australian Production Company of the Year) and feature films
for Millennium Studios (Expendables series, Olympus Has Fallen). Through working
on Japanese productions such as Noruwei no mori and Enter the Void, plus our own
previous productions here (e.g. music videos for Universal Music Australia), we have a
very strong, international Japanese crew who can create a world-class product.
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